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With the Fifth Army, September 20*

Booby traps, demolitions and mines, the usual German tricks to delay the forces

on his track, are being employed by him in Italy with all the devilish cunning which

he exhibited in North Africa and Sicily* Today it was possible to ream for many miles

ever the area that he had been holding, but everywhere it was necessary to exercise

considerable care# Troops yesterday afternoon occupied Eboli, and pushed on beyond

this former German strong point to the high ground three miles north"of the town,

while others carried out active patrolling throughout the day, entering Montecorvina*

The entrances to the two main roads from Salerno to Naples are still under fire

from German mortars. Though the enemy position is itself firmly held it is possible

to get round to the ether side of it, and in fact I drove quite unmolested to an

adjacent village overlooking it yesterday afternoon.

The road was pitted with shell holes, and three burnt out German tanks made a

read obstruction* There were also: marks among the ripening fruit trees of shell hits

that had scarred the trees and brought down many branches# Only two days before

fierce battle had raged over this ground, end along the road I met two officers searching

for news of men concerned in the engagement.

As I drove up they came across to chat,and after the usual pleasantries and appeal

for news of home, such as one finds constantly among these forward troops, one of the

Officers asked "can you tell me who won the St. Leger?" "I heard that Herringbone did

but I cannot confirm it"
, Unfortunately I could not confirm it either#

As I drove off the officers were turning into an orchard given over to.the growing

of persimmons, while white buildings reflected the brilliant afternoon sun not two

miles away#

As one drives along the road into the hills you reach a typical Italian hillside

village, from which point of vantage you can see the movements of ships in the gulf,

-etched firmly against the blue of the Mediterranean while on the shore side you look

down on wreckage where smoke from bursting mortar bombs and the crackle of small arms

fire provide evidence of the closeness of the battle. Between the positions occupied

by our troops and those of the opposing forces a blown up bridge bars the way, while

on the German side of this gulf a tank is being used to shell cur positions.
The Germans had been using Montecorvino as a base for their tanks to range down the

valleys towards Battipaglia and up the hill, With the'’advancing elements of-'the
Eighth Amy now linked, up with the Fifth Army

”

,

and Potensa 45 miles east of Bboli on the main road threatened by the

army from the south it appears likely that the Germans are making their withdrawal rather

than risk an attack on their flank. This would explain their stubbornness in holding

on to the high ground in the immediate vicinity of Salerno
>

while they swing back and

draw their forces way. The fact that the enemy has laid mines and booby traps and

that he has carried out demolitions gives support to the view that his present opposition

is in the nature of delaying actions while these troops movements are effected.
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